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Overview 
 
The location of social housing developed in the aftermath of a disaster is critical. International evidence and 
local experience demonstrates that social housing options must be maintained near the centre, close to key 
amenities, jobs, social service agencies and public transport. Community support networks are particularly 
important for the wellbeing of vulnerable, low income individuals.  
 
This presents a problem for Christchurch’s city East. For many decades this area has been home to a 
significant population of vulnerable people, who have developed a strong sense of community and 
belonging. Social service and community organizations in the area provide critical support.  Although this 
area supplied a significant proportion of the low cost, single person rental accommodation city-wide, 
virtually all of this stock was privately owned. In 2010 and 2011, over 250 low cost private rental beds were 
lost in the earthquakes. 
 
As the city is rebuilt, there is a critical need to ensure that good quality, social cost housing is made 
available for single people close to the center. Anglican Life’s Social Justice Unit in partnership with Te 
Whare Roimata proposes that the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment’s Building and Housing 
Group/CERA develop a fast tracked strategy to ensure the replacement of 250 low-cost/social units in the 
city East. Given the unique post quake situation of the city East, alongside more traditional approaches we 
propose that the MBIE/CERA consider establishing a special ten year incentive scheme. Like Australia’s 
National Rental Affordability Scheme, we suggest this incentive be open to private landowners as well as 
Not for Profit housing providers. We include draft financial models for three alternative incentive schemes 
including an interest free loan, a suspensionary loan, and a rental subsidy grant. 
 
Preventing the rapid gentrification of the City East and sudden displacement of a vulnerable community 
may require the inclusion of private landlords in the scheme, as most sites in the area are privately held.  
Many landowners in this area have a genuine social conscience, experience in providing low cost housing, 
and with the right support are keen to rebuild their low cost/social units. 
 
 Tenant’s Protection Association has offered to play a leading role in the registration and monitoring of 
private landlords partaking in the proposed scheme. Presbyterian Support, the Christchurch City Mission, 
and Te Whare Roimata have committed in principle to providing wrap around services to support to the 
future tenants of the city East social rentals.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Design for Studio Units to replace former City East bedsits, Buck Architects and Associates 
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Key Definitions  
 
Social housing 
Housing programmes that are supported but not necessarily delivered by (central or local)  
Government to help low income, disadvantaged or vulnerable people access appropriate secure and 
affordable housing. This category includes state housing provided by Housing New Zealand and 
Christchurch City Council housing. 
 
Affordable housing  
Secure accommodation for the wider population with rent low enough for tenant’s to also maintain an 
‘acceptable standard of living.’ The Royal Commission on Social Policy specifies that to qualify as ‘affordable 
housing’ rent must be no more than 25-30% of a tenant’s gross income.  
 
Bedsit units: 
A housing block consisting of bedsit rooms for single people and a social common room. Typically, each 
room is fitted with a mini kitchenette while facilities such as a laundry room are shared. Some bedsit rooms 
include an en suite, while others have shared bathroom facilities.  
 
Single Person Flats 
One bedroom rental flats appropriate for a single person. Such flats are usually small, but with multiple 
rooms.  
 
Studio Units  
A single person dwelling comprising of a kitchen, living space and bedroom contained within one or in some 
instances two rooms, with an en suite attached.  
 
City East Zone 
The core inner city east zone encompasses the quadrant bordered by the streets Madras, Kilmore, 
Fitzgerald and Cashel. An extended version of the zone reaches as far east as Stanmore road.  
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Proposal Background  
 
Te Whare Roimata is a community organization that has operated in the city East for over twenty years, 
engaging with and supporting local communities. Te Whare provides cultural support for Maori, community 
health and employment assistance and a range of other services. Over the past decade, Te Whare Roimata 
has observed increasing gentrification of the city East, and advocated for the maintenance of low cost 
housing in the area. After the 2010 and 2011 earthquakes, community workers from Te Whare Roimata 
documented the extensive loss of low cost single person accommodation that was critical for housing 
vulnerable people in the inner city. Te Whare Roimata approached Anglican Life’s Social Justice Unit to 
undertake some initial scoping research on post quake housing recovery. This document was distributed to 
the Department of Building and Housing, CERA, the City Council, and Ministers Hon. Gerry Brownlee and 
Hon. Phil Heatley. The Social Justice Unit is a small body that undertakes research on social issues, and 
engages in advocacy for social change. The Social Justice unit often collaborates with partner organizations 
to provide strategy and research based support.  
 
After completing this research, Te Whare Roimata and the Social Justice unit embarked on a joint project to 
explore options that could ensure the replacement of low cost single person accommodation lost to the 
earthquakes. We have gathered together and consulted extensively with landowners in the city East, 
carried out focus groups and informal discussions with former bedsit dwellers that are currently based at 
the City Mission, and conferred with key NGO stakeholders and CERA and SHU officials. The concept of this 
incentive scheme for Not for Profit providers and private landlords emerged and developed from this 
process. Tenant’s Protection Association has come on board, offering to facilitate the appointment and 
monitoring of private landlords participating in the scheme. Te Whare Roimata, the Christchurch City 
Mission and Presbyterian Support will provide additional social support to the most vulnerable tenants of 
low cost housing developed.  
 
 
Proposal Contributors: 
 
Authors:   
Tessa Laing, (M.A Disnt), Researcher for Anglican Life’s Social Justice Unit  
Jenny Smith, Social Worker, Coordinator of Te Whare Roimata 
 
Contributors:  
Grant Stewart, (Chartered Accountant) 
Geoff Walker, (Chartered Accountant) 
Roger Buck (Dip Arch. R.I.B.A), Buck Architects and Associates  
Joseph Schroeder (Dip Arch), Buck Architects and Associates 
 
Please direct any queries to Tessa Laing:  
 
Email contact:  tess.laing@gmail.com  
Cell phone: 027 485 9952 
Work phone: 03 341 33 99  
Postal: PO Box 6728  
Upper Riccarton  
Christchurch 8442 
 
 
 

mailto:tess.laing@gmail.com
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1. Background: City East context   
 

1.1 City East Housing  
 
The following overview is based upon discussions with eight landowners in the city East who formerly ran 
low cost housing, local social workers, former tenants of low cost housing in the area, residents of the City 
mission night shelter, local resident groups and community members. 
 
Inner city east map  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Inner city east housing history 
 
Since the mid 1900s, lower income rental accommodation has been available in Christchurch’s inner city 
east.1 Between 1968 -1970, the Christchurch City Mission shifted to its current location on Hereford Street, 
in part to work alongside disadvantaged communities living in the area.2 Gentrification in the 1990s led to 
the replacement of around 200 lower income single person units with up market housing.3 However, this 
area remained home to a sizeable community of economically disadvantaged people. The Christchurch city 
East area is rated 10 on the New Zealand Deprivation Index. This area has traditionally provided a large 
proportion of low cost rental housing for single people city-wide.  
 

                                                 
1 An early division between ‘east’ and ‘west’ inner city emerged. The west became the ‘fashionable’ area. See Christchurch City 
Council, ‘Christchurch City Contextual History Overview,’ p.117, available at 
http://resources.ccc.govt.nz/files/ChristchurchCityContextualHistoryOverviewTheme111-docs.pdf [Accessed 25th April 2012] 
2 See notes on the History of the Christchurch City Mission available at http://www.cityatheart.co.nz/Mission-History/default.asp 
[Accessed 26th April 2012]  
3 Personal communication with long term inner city east community worker [20th April 2012] 

http://resources.ccc.govt.nz/files/ChristchurchCityContextualHistoryOverviewTheme111-docs.pdf
http://www.cityatheart.co.nz/Mission-History/default.asp
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While the Christchurch City Council and Housing New Zealand also provided some social housing in this 
area, the majority of the low income accommodation units suitable for single people were privately owned 
rentals. According to 2006 Census data, only 16.27% of people in the city east area own or partly own their 
own home, while 70.93% of inner city east residents rent. In comparison, across Canterbury only 40.52% of 
people rent rather than own their own home.4 
 
 The city East area has been historically under resourced in terms of state social housing in comparison to 
the suburbs. Even before the earthquakes, pressure for further gentrification threatened to deplete the 
stock of private low cost rentals in the area.  
 
Earthquake losses: low income housing  
 
A large proportion of the privately owned, low cost accommodation for single people in the City East was 
destroyed or damaged by the September 2010 and February 2011 earthquakes.  According to a physical 
count undertaken by Te Whare Roimata, at least 254 single person beds were lost in the area, some in 
single person flats, and some in bedsit/boarding house buildings. This is a conservative figure.5 There are 
only 12 City Council single person flats in the inner city east zone, and no Housing New Zealand units for 
single people. Private rental low cost rooms therefore provided a critical service in this area.  
 
Low income housing post earthquake summary:  
 

 Private City Council Housing NZ 
Single person beds lost  254 0 0 
Single person beds remaining unknown 12 06 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          
 Above: damaged inner city east bedsit buildings 
 
 

                                                 
4 Statistical analysis of 2006 Census data based on mesh blocks which cover the Linwood and Avon Loop Census areas, 
5 See appendix for full street count data. Number of rooms in each damaged building/empty lot where low cost housing was 
destroyed was estimated conservatively. Furthermore, the count only encompassed the quadrant bordered by Madras, Kilmore, 
Fitzgerald and Cashel, rather than extending out to Stanmore road.  
6 Note that Housing New Zealand does have some single person accommodation in a slightly wider zone bounded by Madras St, 
Bealey Ave, London St, Stanmore Rd and Cashel St. Along with 84 multi-person accommodation units in this area HNZC has 28 one 
bedroom units. Only two of these units are vacant and damaged. Information obtained via personal correspondence with HNZC, 
18th May 2012  
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Approximate pre quake inner city east low cost rents: 
  
 
 
 

 
City East Low income resident profile  
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
A strong sense of community has developed amongst t
area.  While the former low cost bedsits and single per
condition, they nevertheless provided a centrally-locat
struggling individuals. Former tenants, who mostly did 
bus routes and key social services agencies such as the
Before the earthquakes, such residents typically lived in
rental unit, but staying within the city East area.   
 
Post quake displacement  
 
As found by the Building and Housing Group’s initial re
Christchurch, it is very difficult to quantify pre and post
difficult to verify the current whereabouts of the forme
 
However, it is notable that Social workers from Te Wha
prominent community leaders are aware that a signific
city area. Men staying at the City Mission Night Shelter

                                                 
7 Estimates of low cost private rents per week in the inner city east 
Roimata. It is difficult to provide further evidence of these rental co
noted above BHG only has rental data of properties that lodge bon
However, BHG market rent ‘lower quartile’ data from 1st Septembe
(closest approximate area) for ‘room,’ single bed is $140. Market re
2010 is significantly lower at $117. Data accessed via personal corre
8 Current data for the Gloucester Courts, the only CCC housing com
housing official, 7th May 2012) 

Housing Type Rent per week 
Private low cost bedsits/single person units $100 - $1307 
CCC single person flats (inner city east) $131.948 
Bedsits and single person flats in this area have 
typically been occupied by single people who 
face social, economic or mental health 
difficulties. Most were beneficiaries, receiving 
approximately $200 per week from the 
unemployment or sickness benefit, and around 
$55 Accommodation Supplement.1 Many were 
elderly or estranged from their families, and at 
high risk of social isolation. Some struggled to 
find employment due to factors such as lack of 
qualifications, poor health, bad work history, 
tight job markets or mental health issues.  
he occupants of low income accommodation in this 
son flats were often in an undesirably shabby 
ed, affordable home and sense of belonging for 
not own cars, were in walking distancing of facilities, 
 Christchurch City mission and Te Whare Roimata. 

 the area on a long term basis, perhaps shifting 

search on homelessness and overcrowding in 
 quake social housing demand trends. It is equally 
r occupants of the city East bedsits/flats.  

re Roimata, the Anglican City Mission, and 
ant number of people are living rough in the inner 
 refer to a significant number of people squatting in 

zone pre earthquakes (September 2010), provided by Te Whare 
sts using Building and Housing Group (BHG) Data. Firstly, as 

ds with them- which is likely to exclude the cheapest rentals. 
r 2010 – 28th February 2011 for the Avon loop/Christchurch East 
nt in the same category for 1st September 2009 – 28th February 
spondence with BHG official (May 2012).  

plex in the inner city east zone. (correspondence with CCC 
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abandoned buildings in the city.9 Other former bedsit dwellers are in and out of the City Mission Night 
Shelter, while some are ‘double bunking’ in low cost rental rooms in suburbs (notably Addington).  
 
Many pre-quake residents have expressed a strong wish to return to similar living arrangements in the City 
East.10 The City Mission’s night shelter coordinator Mary McGrath has observed that many former low 
income residents have been left feeling isolated, lonely, and increasingly disconnected from their previous 
social networks. 
 
Projected need for central low cost single person rentals   
 
Regardless of the current whereabouts and desires of the former low income tenants of the city, there is 
undoubtedly an ongoing need for centrally located, low cost, single person accommodation. As the City 
rebuild gets underway, it is critical to ensure that housing options in and near the centre are available for 
people of different income levels. Key factors are summarized below: 
 
A. Recognized need for expansion of social housing options countrywide: 

 
• General policy acceptance that the unregulated housing market is not guaranteed to produce low 

income options. 11   
•  Current Government policy recognizes the need for supply side intervention to increase the quantity 

of social housing/low income housing stock.12  
• Pre-quake recognition of overall shortage of social/low cost housing. The 2010 HSAG report highlights 

that New Zealand is “not building enough new dwellings to close the supply gap,”13 while state 
housing is largely “outdated.”14  

• Loss of a significant number of low cost private rentals in the earthquakes that will not be replaced by 
the market.  

• Recognition in the Central city post-quake recovery plan for the need to ensure that some inner city 
housing options are affordable for lower income people.15  

 
B. Long term increasing need for low cost single person units in Christchurch  
 
Demographic trends suggest that in the long term there will be a greatly increased need for 
accommodation for low income single people. Analysis of 2006 census data shows: 

• The number of single person households is predicted to rise from 23% (2006), to 30% by 2031.16 
• New Zealand’s population is rapidly aging.  In 2006, 12.3% of the population were aged 65 or older. 

By 2031, it is expected that the number of people over 65 will have doubled.17 It is estimated that 
65% of long term demand for housing will come from households aged 65 or older.18 

                                                 
9 Informal discussions with residents of the City Mission Night Shelter and men attending the City Mission’s day program and free 
supper, August – October 2012  
10 Numerous discussions with men attending the City Mission’s free nightly supper and with community workers from Te Whare 
Roimata and the City Mission 
11The 2010 report of the ‘Housing Shareholders Advisory Group’ (HSAG) notes that “the private sector is adding supply, but its costs 
are rising more quickly than inflation and incomes.”  Home and Housed: A Vision for Social Housing in New Zealand,’ Housing 
Shareholders Advisory Group, (2010) p.68 
12 Ibid 
13 Ibid, p.37 
14 Ibid, p.31 the report specifies that 73% of houses were built before 1981. A tenancy manager described many state houses as 
“old, cold and mouldy.”  
15 See Christchurch City Council, ‘Central City Plan: Draft City Recovery Plan for Ministerial Approval,’ December 2011 available at  
http://www.ccc.govt.nz/homeliving/civildefence/chchearthquake/centralcityplan.aspx See p.84 
16 Statistics New Zealand projection based on 2006 census data, summarised in Home and Housed: A Vision for Social Housing in 
New Zealand, Housing Shareholders Advisory Group, April 2010, p.31  
17 Ibid 

http://www.ccc.govt.nz/homeliving/civildefence/chchearthquake/centralcityplan.aspx
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• Many in this age group are entering “retirement with low or negative wealth” while “their situation 
has been exacerbated by recent losses from leaky homes and the impact of the financial crisis.”19 
This suggests the demand for low income single person accommodation may also rise.  

 
B. Location: importance of proximity of social housing to key services  
 
International evidence and local experience demonstrates that it is vital for low cost housing options to be 
maintained near the city centre, close to key amenities, jobs, social service agencies and public transport. 
A report of the U.S ‘Smart Growth Network’ identifies that affordable housing “located on cheap land in far 
flung suburbs or low income urban neighbourhoods where amenities are few” can lead to high travel costs 
for those who can least afford it.20 In his article critiquing social housing policies in Japan, Hiryama (2010) 
warns against relegating low income housing developments to the outskirts of cities, creating a segregated 
space where those belonging to the ‘welfare category’ are highly concentrated.” This can lead to such 
groups becoming “separated and isolated from the mainstream of society,” and disconnected from their 
community ties.21  
 
In Christchurch, several key social service/community development organizations that provide key services 
to disadvantaged single people remain strongly rooted in the city East. If the city East area is permitted to 
gentrify rapidly as a result of the central city rebuild, the clients of key social service providers may become 
isolated and unable to easily access critical services. Equally, key service providers may find themselves 
stranded in the midst of a high income area, removed from their clientele.  
 
The Christchurch City Mission, which has already re-established new upgraded facilities on Hereford Street, 
offers a range of services including drug and alcohol recovery support, counselling, money management 
and budgeting assistance, and access to social workers and mental health nurses.22 For many decades, the 
City Mission has provided holistic support to struggling singles in the city. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                  
18 Darroch Research, cited in Ibid 
19 Ibid 
20 Arigoni, D, ‘Affordable housing and smart growth: making the connection,’ report for the Smart Growth Network subgroup on 
affordable housing, U.S EPA, Washington D.C, 2001, p.8 The Smart growth network was established in 1996 when the U.S EPA 
partnered with non profit and government organizations 
21 Hiryama, p.123 
22 For full list of services see Christchurch City Mission website ‘what happens’ page, available at 
http://www.citymission.org.nz/whathappen.php [accessed 26th April 2012]  

Accommodation needs 
to be where these 
people have been living, 
where they know and 
have a sense of 
belonging. 
 
Michael Gorman, City 
Missoner  

Scaffolding is 
removed 
from new 
City Mission 
facilities  
 
June 2012 

http://www.citymission.org.nz/whathappen.php
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Te Whare Roimata, a local community organization which has worked very closely with single, 
disadvantaged individuals in the area with a high risk of isolation offers adult learning opportunities, 
welfare information, neighbourhood support, and social activity groups. 23 Te Whare Roimata has centres 
on both Gloucester and Worchester Street.  
  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Presbyterian Support (based on Bealey Ave) provides community care, counselling, mentoring, 
budgeting/money management and welfare support, and has developed connections with struggling 
elderly in the inner city in Christchurch via mobile support workers.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Te Awa o Te Ora, which provides Kaupapa Maori wrap around health services to people who experience 
mental illness, is based on Tuam Street.  

 
 
 
 

                                                 
23 See information on Te Whare Roimata, available at http://info.ageconcerncan.org.nz/organisations/383 [accessed 26th April 
2012]  

Above: Te Whare Roimata 
community sausage sizzle 
 
Left: Te Whare Roimata 
Community Garden  

Presbyterian Support is seriously concerned at the loss of social/low cost beds from the 
inner city and the plight of older people who lived in the area.  
 
Vaughn Milner, Presbyterian Support South Island, Chief executive 

http://info.ageconcerncan.org.nz/organisations/383
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City East low income residents Voices: 
 
We talked to attendees of the City Mission’s nightly supper, men’s day program and residents of the night 
shelter about where they would find it most helpful to live:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Darren, participant in the Mission’s men day program 
This [the City East] is my home. I like being near the river, the 
botanic gardens…I’ve gotten to know people here. 

Shane, attendee of City Mission supper 
I’d like to live close to a major hub that has a 
shopping centre, doctors, and cheap groceries 
within walking distance. Not a lot of us have 
vehicles. 
 

Robbie, attendee of City Mission supper 
I prefer the centre, it’s where my friends are, where I can relate to people at the same 
level. We all have something in common. It’s handy to the Sallies, to Drug Arm, to the City 
Mission, to the resources that are available 
 

Chris, attendee of City Mission supper 
For me it’s all about transport and jobs. If you 
are far out in the cheap areas you have to spend 
a lot of money getting to your job. If you are on 
minimum wage you don’t have much to spend 
on transport.  
 

Wayne, attendee of City 
Mission supper 
If I can live in the city it’s 
easier for me to get around, 
walk places, and use buses. 
For me, it’s more economical. 
Places like the Mission that 
are here are great. You can 
come here, talk to 
somebody… get help when 
you need it. 
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Scaffolding is removed from new City 
Mission facilities on Hereford Street. 
 
City Mission Photo Stream, June 2012 
 

1.2 City East Private Landlords 
 
As outlined above, before the earthquakes private landlords provided the vast majority of low cost rental 
housing in the city East area. These rentals functioned as social housing. Many private landlords in this area 
have developed extensive experience in managing and assisting low income tenants who face social and 
economic issues. As demonstrated above, almost all of the residential land in the city East area that could 
be used to replace low cost housing is owned by private landowners.  
 
 In order to better understand the post quake rental housing situation in the city East, Te Whare Roimata 
and the Social Justice Unit gathered together eight landowners that previously ran low cost rental 
accommodation. Of these eight landlords, five expressed serious interest in re-establishing social housing 
rental accommodation suitable for struggling low income renters. Together, these five landlords own 
enough city east land to replace approximately 80 low income beds. Some expressed interest in purchasing 
new sections and developing more low cost housing if an incentive was offered. While each landowner’s 
situation is different, we noted common threads: 
 
The need to secure an adequate return on investment for new upgraded property:  

• Most of the landowner’s former buildings were old and run down. Their properties need be rebuilt 
or repaired to new building codes and regulations. 

• Building and insurance costs have increased dramatically.  
• Landlords that lack full insurance cover face significant reinvestment in order to rebuild to new 

standards. To get a reasonable return on such investment, unless assisted, landowners will need to 
increase their rents.  

• Some landowners will receive insurance payouts covering the cost of rebuilding their property to 
new standards. These landlords however also face the opportunity cost of the higher market rent 
they would then be able to gain from their newly refurbished properties. Along with underinsured 
landowners they also face greatly increased insurance costs, and the prospect of future rate 
increases.  

• Without an incentive most landowners considered it financially unattractive (and in several cases 
simply unfeasible) to build low cost units. Some landlords considered it more viable to construct 
higher end apartments, or even buildings suitable for commercial use.  

• Landlords we consulted have a sense of urgency around redeveloping their properties. An 
incentive scheme would need to be developed rapidly to ensure that the opportunity to secure 
low cost housing is not missed.   

 
Landowners also indicated that City Council building regulations hinder construction of low income 
housing: 

• Landowners explained that Council parking requirements are a very significant barrier to their 
efforts to build such low cost rental accommodation.24 As most of the tenants we are seeking to 
house do not own cars, the current parking requirements are unnecessary for this type of 
accommodation. Current requirements effectively restrict the number of units landowners can 
build on their section, thereby reducing the potential rent revenue of the property.  

• Some landlords also indicated that density restrictions also hamper low income building projects. 
The suggestion was made that the smaller size allowance that currently applies to over sixties Elder 
Person Housing (EPH) could also be applied to the development of low cost housing. 

                                                 
24 According to the Christchurch City Council City Plan online, part 13 (Transport), 2.2.1 ‘Parking space numbers’ residential 
properties in the Living 3, 4A, 4B, and 4C Zones require one garageable space per unit + parking for visitors (no parking requirement 
for 10 units, thereafter 1 space per 5 units). In combination with other build requirements for the Living 4 zone (see volume 3, part 
2 ‘Living Zones’, 4.0 rules) the parking space regulations is a major factor restricting density. 
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City East Landlord voices: 
 
The group of landowners we gathered together indicated that with the assistance of an appropriate 
incentive scheme, they would be able and keen to rebuild and manage low cost rental units. Most 
landowners would prefer to construct new purpose-built low units, while one landowner was more 
interested in renovating old houses in the area. Some preferred a rental subsidy, while others lent towards 
the concept of a suspensionary or interest free loan, as such schemes provide upfront cash for 
construction. A financial incentive designed to compensate landlords for the rental loss of letting units at 
below moderate market rent would provide an adequate incentive.  
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Sandra Scott Harrison, Inner City East Landowner  
As a provider of low cost housing in the past, I am very aware of the need for this kind of 
housing in our area, especially now after the loss of so many rooms. I am keen to rebuild a low 
cost housing complex on my land. The cost will out way the finance I currently have available, 
so a suspensionary loan would definitely assist in making this project a reality. 
 

Mike Roscoe and Sue Stagg, Residential Rentals, City East  
We are a family business providing low cost accommodation for needy people in 
Christchurch over the last forty years. This is an area where we feel we have a full 
understanding of the needs and requirements of such tenants. We lost a large amount of 
our rent stock in the earthquakes and unfortunately on a number of these properties 
were under insured. They were all old, poorly insulated buildings. Some were a total loss; 
others we feel are uneconomical to repair. For the benefit of all it would be best to 
demolish and rebuild new stock suitable for this type of accommodation. We envisage 
small studio units with their own bathrooms and kitchenettes which are well insulated 
and well heated.  
 

Elizabeth Harris, City East Landowner 
The loan idea is a great one as it will tempt landlords to provide social 
housing rather than taking an easier option with a much easier 
financial demographic group. Having housed a lot of persons in this 
area that were financially disadvantaged, I know that now in 
Christchurch it will be difficult to find anything within their budgets, 
and if they did in many cases I am sure it will be substandard. 
 

Glenn Jordan, City East Landowner 
 …I have had one elderly tenant, Owen, who has lived in the east since the 1960’s and has been 
displaced by the earthquake and is now living in Ilam. He is far from the facilities, care and social 
contact that he had.  The city east had been well set up to provide help and support to people like 
Owen.  The incentive required for landlords would be a subsidy on rent to keep social housing 
available. Because of the high cost of supplying good accommodation we need to get premium rents to 
cover this.  A rental supplement or one off payment to help with renovation or re-building of quake 
damaged property would also help. Without this help there will be very few people wanting to 
provide low cost housing as it is a time consuming, difficult and financially a worse option.   
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2. Incentive Scheme Proposal    
 
There are a number of possible strategies for ensuring the redevelopment of 250 low cost single person 
beds in the inner city. Additional funds could be allocated to Not-For-Profit housing organizations to build 
appropriate accommodation specifically for this area via the Social Housing Unit. Housing New Zealand 
could purchase land and construct additional new single person units in the City East. We welcome the 
recent announcement that Housing New Zealand intends to develop 20-30 one and two-bedroom units of 
‘mixed income’ housing on Manchester Street. However, the proportion of units within this mixed income 
development that will be allocated as social housing is not yet clear. Moreover, given the recent loss of low 
cost 250 beds, this development will fall far short of meeting the single person social housing needs of the 
city East. Accordingly, HNZC could consider developing more extensive plans for the area.  
 
Analysis by the Building and Housing Group of MBIE may demonstrate that additional HNZC or not for 
profit developments are preferable. Given the unique post quake context in the city East however, we 
propose that the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment’s (MBIE) Building and Housing Group 
alternatively consider offering a special incentive to Not-for-Profit housing providers and private landowner 
to build studio units that are appropriate for low-income, struggling single residents. These units would be 
spread throughout the city East area, rather than concentrated on one site. Under such an incentive 
scheme, the landowner would be required to charge below market rent to disadvantaged tenants for a ten 
year period. The scheme should be open for applications by private landowners and not for profit providers 
until the 250 single person accommodation units are replaced.  
 
The key elements of an incentive scheme are outlined below, which could be further developed and 
adapted by the Building and Housing Group of MBIE if the concept is accepted.  
 

2.1 Inclusion of private landlords  
 
We recognize that the Government’s strategic direction for the expansion of social housing is currently 
focused on developing the capacity of Not for Profit housing providers. Providing grants to Not for Profit 
providers rather than private investors gives greater certainty that housing stock will remain in the social 
housing pool long term, and ensures any profits will be reinvested into social housing. For this reason, 
preference may reasonably be given to Not for Profit organizations applying for the proposed incentive 
scheme.  
 
However, replacing 250 low cost beds in the city East potentially relies upon the inclusion of private 
investors/landowners. As described above, city East low cost housing for vulnerable single people has 
almost exclusively been provided by private landlords, and the vast majority of land in the area is owned 
privately. It may not be possible for HNZC, the City Council, or Not for Profits to purchase enough land to 
develop an adequate supply of single person social housing. Including private investors may be the only 
way to prevent rapid gentrification of the city East, which is otherwise inevitable. While it may be difficult 
to completely prevent city East gentrification long term, sudden displacement would be unacceptably 
detrimental to the well being of Christchurch’s most vulnerable. Rapid gentrification would cause 
community dislocation, and allow no time for social service agencies to strategically relocate to best assist 
struggling low income single people.  
 
As well as providing essential short term relief, including private landlords does have the potential to 
increase social housing stock long term. The single person dwellings to be developed under the scheme are 
required to be small, compact, simply finished and suitable for elderly people. After the ten year period, 
such units may be unattractive to higher market renters. It is likely to be costly for landowners to convert 
them for alternative use. While this may be a disincentive to some landlords, it is an advantage to the 
Government as it increases the likelihood that the units will remain lower cost.  The scheme also ensures an 
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increase in the supply of units especially designed for single elderly people. As noted above, census data 
shows us that there is rapidly increasing demand for such housing.  
 
Benefits of including the private sector in a City East Incentive Scheme: 

• The land available for development of low income/social housing is almost exclusively held by 
private landowners. 

• Including private landowners would ensure adequate supply in this area if not for profits are unable 
to purchase land. 

• There is a strong tradition in the city East of private landowners providing low cost accommodation. 
Some landlords have gained significant experience in providing accommodation for vulnerable, low 
income singles, and have demonstrated they are prepared to take on the extra work to 
accommodate difficult tenants.  

• Driven by a risk/reward model, private investors may be more likely to provide efficient and timely 
delivery than not for profit organizations.  

• Numerous not for profit housing providers target a particular type of ‘client’/tenant that must meet 
certain criteria. Some of the vulnerable singles in the inner city may not precisely fit the criteria of 
not-for-profit organizations. They may be considered socially unusual or unemployable yet not fit a 
particular category of social service client. The former private low cost housing in the inner city east 
provided accommodation for low income singles with a wide range of abilities and vulnerability.  

 
Public Perception  
 
Another potential draw back of extending the incentive to private landlords is that it may prove unpopular 
with the general public if it is perceived as unfairly favouring certain landowners over others. Certainly, 
landlords city wide have suffered financial setbacks as a result of the earthquakes. Accordingly, the ‘public 
front’ of the incentive scheme must emphasize that participating landlords are taking on a specific role to 
provide a critical social service for the City’s most vulnerable. Participating landlords must be approved by a 
community panel, commit to a code of conduct, and be added to a register of social landlords. The 
incentive options outlined below are designed to compensate the land owner for the loss of rental income 
they face by letting out their units at well below modest market rates. The incentive should not allow 
participants to profiteer. Furthermore it should be highlighted that landlords participating in the scheme 
must accommodate high-needs tenants who can often be difficult and time consuming to manage. 
Participating landlords must also expect significantly higher repair and maintenance costs than the 
landlords of regular tenants.  
 
Overseas precedent 
 
Overseas, Government’s have successfully introduced incentive schemes for private investors in order to 
increase supply of affordable or social rental housing in the market. In 2008, for instance, the Australian 
Government introduced the National Rental Affordability Scheme (NRAS) to address the shortage of 
affordable rental housing by offering tax-free financial incentives (Aus$9, 981 per year per dwelling) to both 
the private sector and community organizations that build and rent dwellings to low/moderate income 
households for ten years. The NRAS scheme, which aims to produce affordable rather than social housing 
and primarily targets large scale investors, is not directly transferable to the Christchurch context but 
nevertheless demonstrates the option of incentivizing private partners to achieve social/affordable housing 
goals. Notably, the 2010 Housing Shareholders Advisory Group report recommends that the Government 
draw on supply side incentives to encourage the private sector to develop low income housing.25 The 
Christchurch case could be an opportunity to pilot an incentive mechanism that includes the third sector on 
a small scale.   

                                                 
25 2010 HSAG Report, see pp.71,77  
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2.2 Key requirements of incentive scheme participants  
 
Tenancy related requirements: 
 

• Landowners must rent their properties to tenants in need of social housing. Tenants must be 
income-tested to qualify to rent the units. Priority should be given to particularly disadvantaged 
and socially vulnerable tenants. Agencies such as the City Mission, Te Whare Roimata, TPA, 
Presbyterian Support, Comcare and others will have the option of referring clients to this pool of 
housing. Landlords have indicated that they would prefer a referral system, so as to avoid the 
process of verifying the eligibility of prospective tenants.  

• In the event that landlords are legitimately struggling to fill the units with low income tenants, they 
may temporarily lease a proportion of their units to low-moderate income workers or students. 
Tenants Protection Association would monitor such situations carefully.  

• Rent charged to tenants must be initially no higher than $140 per week for a studio unit. This rental 
figure may need to be adjusted annually to reflect changing market conditions.  

• Landlords must initially commit to the scheme for a minimum of ten years before reassessment. 
This time period was selected as it is likely to be viewed as less daunting by private landlords 
entering the scheme. However, the MBIE may wish to consider requiring a longer time period.  

• Landlords are expected to cooperate and liaise with Te Whare Roimata and other social service 
agencies that provide support to their tenants, according to a mutually determined service level 
agreement. 

• Private landlords must be approved and registered as ‘social landlords,’ and sign up to a code of 
practice. As detailed below, TPA has committed to facilitating this process.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Design for a multi site development of small, purpose built studio units. 
 Buck Architects and Associates 
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Building requirements  
 

• The housing must be of good quality, with high spec insulation. 
• The housing must be no higher than two storeys.   
• Housing must be appropriately designed for elderly people, and include a proportion of units with 

full accessibility. The Government could consider requiring that designs meet the LifeMark 
standard. 

• Housing must be compact and simple 
• We recommend that the Government consider requiring that landowners develop a set of small 

studio units on each section, rather than bedsit blocks. Small dwellings with private facilities with 
neighbours close by generally provide a more positive living environment than bedsits. It is typically 
the preference of such tenants to have their own space, while sharing with others in a confined 
area can create social problems.26 However, if designed well with adequate privacy, modern bedsit 
buildings could still be considered as an option.  

• Complexes of single person units should be designed in such a way was to cultivate a sense of 
community  

• In order to avoid the establishment of highly concentrated low income housing or ‘ghettos’, we 
recommend the Government prescribe a maximum number of low income units that can be built 
on one site.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
26 Numerous discussions with clients of the City Mission, former
Mission and Te Whare Roimata 
 
Design for a multi site development 
of small, purpose built studio units. 
See Appendix for alternative single 
site development.  
 
Buck Architects and Associates  
 bedsit tenants, and social workers from the City 
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2.3 Incentive mechanism options  
 
Three financial incentive options are outlined below. The goal of each financial incentive is to compensate 
the landowner for the difference between the reduced rent charged to low income tenants and a modest 
market rent which could be earned from the property.  
 
We initially attempted to develop incentive scheme options by modelling the landowner’s investment in 
new studio units over a ten year period and calculating likely net return. We hoped to determine 
appropriate levels of Government loan equity based on this model. However, this exercise proved 
unpractical and largely unhelpful due to the varied range of investment and build cost scenarios. Return on 
a property, for instance, varies according to the technical land category, number of units that can be 
constructed according to site size and shape, the debt/equity ratio of the investor, and whether land 
purchase is required.  
 
Accordingly, incentive model options have been drafted using the open market as a guide. We have 
assumed that a modest market rent for a single person unit provides the return necessary to incentivize 
investors to develop new units.  
 
Key assumptions  
 
A. Proposed market rent for a (modest) single person unit in the city East:  $240  

 
‘Lower end’ market rent for a small single person dwelling was estimated based on bond data for the Avon 
loop provided by the Building and Housing Group, a survey of current trade me rental prices in the City east 
area, and discussion with several real estate agencies. There are two competing factors to consider when 
setting a market rent rate upon which to base the incentive scheme; the rent income a landowner might 
expect from small studio units, and the rent level that the landowner could have achieved had they 
developed a rental property aimed at the higher end of the market. We have adopted a market rent that 
could be currently placed at the mid to upper end of the lower quartile. That is, a rent of $240 per week is 
likely to be at the higher end of the range for a studio unit, but still falls well within the lower end of market 
rents for single person apartments in or near the city, which can be as high as $300 - $360 per week.  This 
assumption could be reconsidered and changed by MBIE if deemed appropriate. For summary of bond data 
and trade me rental survey, see Appendix C. 
 
B. Maximum rent affordable to vulnerable low income tenants: $140  

 
This figure, which takes into account the range of benefit and accommodation supplement incomes of 
future tenants, is based on discussions with experienced social workers from the Christchurch City Mission 
and Te Whare Roimata. The unemployment and sickness benefit for a single person over 25 years old is 
$204.96 per week. A single person, over 25 years with no children, cash assets or personal earnings paying 
a rent of $140 per week may also receive an Accommodation Supplement of approximately $56. A typical 
single, low income city East tenant may therefore be expected to receive a maximum weekly income of 
around $260. It should be noted however, that due to factors such as child support payments, some low 
income earners receive less.  
 
C. Occupancy rate:  95% (50 weeks per year) 

 
This assumption is based on the previous experience of landlords that ran low cost housing before the 
earthquakes.  
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Key principles 
 
An incentive must:  

• Be attractive enough to incentivize not-for-profit housing providers and private landlords to take up 
the scheme  

• Avoid the opportunity for landlords to profiteer 
• Offer the Government a financially viable and efficient way to achieve the desired outcome of 

ensuring that good quality social housing for single people is provided in a particular area.  
 
Three Key Options  
 
A. Annual rental subsidy 
 
The government pays the landlord a set rate per week to offset the loss of income which the landlord 
would have received by renting the property at a market rate. The rate would be reviewed annually and is 
expected to increase at the rate of inflation. We propose that the subsidy initially be set at $100, the 
difference between the market rent of $240 and the acceptable rent for low cost housing in the area of 
$140.  
 
In order to receive the subsidy, Landlords must prove that their tenants are charged the required rate and 
demonstrate the number of weeks that the property is tenanted. The landlord must commit to a ten year 
contract to receive the subsidy, and abide by the building requirements specified above.  

 
Annual cost to the government of a subsidy of $100 per week per unit based on 50 weeks rental: 

 
Total cost to Government to provide 250 social housing units in City East per year: $ 1, 250, 000  
 
The landowner is granted $5000 per unit per year, approximately offsetting their income lost by charging 
below market rent. Over 10 years, the landlord receives a total of $50 000 per unit.  
 
Advantages 

• Straight forward and simple  
• After the initial ten years, another annual subsidy scheme could potentially be offered to ensure 

that the rentals remain available to vulnerable low income singles. The subsidy could potentially be 
significantly reduced as the units would no longer be new, and the units developed are already 
purpose built for low income singles and therefore less attractive to higher income renters. 

 
Disadvantages  

• This incentive provides the lowest level of assurance that the property continues to be rented as 
low cost social housing; no security is taken over the property.  

• This scheme does not provide investors with an upfront capital contribution which could assist 
them with their initial build costs. No immediate incentive to build is provided.  

 

 Number of beds subsidized  
Subsidy 100 150 200 250 300 
 $         50   $  250,000   $  375,000   $    500,000   $   625,000   $  750,000  
 $         75   $  375,000   $  562,500   $    750,000   $   937,500   $1,125,000  
 $       100   $  500,000   $  750,000   $ 1,000,000   $ 1,250,000   $1,500,000  
 $       125   $  625,000   $  937,500   $ 1,250,000   $ 1,562,500   $1,875,000  
 $       150   $  750,000   $1,125,000   $ 1,500,000   $ 1,875,000   $2,250,000  
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B. Suspensionary loan  
 
An initial loan is made to the landlord to reduce the cost of the building, to allow them to achieve an 
acceptable rate of return whilst renting the property at a lower rate. If the owner meets the obligations 
specified in 2.1, at the end of the ten year period the loan and interest is written off. If the owner fails to 
meet the requirements or wishes to withdraw, they must repay the loan and interest in full. Alternatively, 
the owner may sell the property and transfer the loan and conditions of the scheme to the new owner. 
 
In our calculations we have used a ten year amortisation and an interest rate of 7%. 
 
The loan would be amortised over a period of ten years on a straight line basis, the interest cost is expected 
to decrease annually as the principal is reduced. The average of all 10 years is provided below: 

 
 
In order to ensure that the annual rental loss landowner’s face by charging below market rent is offset, it is 
necessary to provide an initial loan of $37, 000. The initial loan of $37,000, plus interest saved ($12, 950) 
provides the landowner with a total financial offset of $49, 950, equating to $4995 per year over the ten 
year period (see workings in Appendix D).  
 
Total cost to Government to provide 250 social housing units in City East per year: $ 1 248 750.  
 
Advantages  

• Provides landlord with an incentive to build immediately via upfront cash from the loan, which 
can assist with build costs.  

• A direct incentive is provided for the landlord to retain the property as social housing. The loan 
and any outstanding interest would have to be repaid if the house rental profile was changed. 
The loan provider could take a security over the property.  

 
Disadvantage 

• Requires significant legal documentation 
• Allows a greater return to the landowner if all beds are not rented at discounted rate  
• Will require a charge to be taken over property (added administration) 
• May require specific Loan to Value Ratio (LVR) rates (added administration) 

 
C. Interest free loan.  

 
This option is the same as the suspensionary loan except the loan principal is repayable in annual 
instalments or at the end of the ten year period. The cost to the Government and the gain to the landlord is 
the foregone interest. If the owner fails to meet the requirements or wishes to withdraw, they must repay 
the loan and interest in full. Alternatively, the owner may sell the property and transfer the loan and 
conditions of the scheme to the new owner. 

 

 Number of beds subsidized 
Initial loan 100 150 200 250 300 
 $  25,000   $  337,500   $  506,250   $    675,000   $   843,750   $1,012,500  
 $  30,000   $  405,000   $  607,500   $    810,000   $ 1,012,500   $1,215,000  
 $  35,000   $  472,500   $  708,750   $    945,000   $ 1,181,250   $1,417,500  
 $  37,000   $  499,500   $  749,250   $    999,000   $ 1,248,750   $1,498,500  
 $  40,000   $  540,000   $  810,000   $ 1,080,000   $ 1,350,000   $1,620,000  
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The loan is repaid over a period of ten years on a straight line basis; the interest cost is expected to 
decrease annually as the principal is reduced. The average of all 10 years is provided below: 

 
 Number of beds subsidized 
Initial loan 100 150 200 250 300 
 $ 135,000   $  472,500   $  708,750   $    945,000   $ 1,181,250   $1,417,500  
 $ 140,000   $  490,000   $  735,000   $    980,000   $ 1,225,000   $1,470,000  
 $ 143,000   $  500,500   $  750,750   $ 1,001,000   $ 1,251,250   $1,501,500  
 $ 145,000   $  507,500   $  761,250   $ 1,015,000   $ 1,268,750   $1,522,500  
 $  15,000   $    52,500   $    78,750   $    105,000   $   131,250   $   157,500  
 
In order to ensure that the annual rental loss landowner’s face by charging below market rent is offset, it is 
necessary to provide an initial loan of $143,000. The initial loan of $143,000 provides the landowner with a 
total financial offset of $50,050 in the form of foregone interest (see workings in Appendix D) 
 
Total cost to Government to provide 250 social housing units in City East per year: $1 251 250, in the form 
of lost interest benefits.   
 
Advantages 

• Provides landlord with an incentive to build immediately via an upfront loan which can assist 
with build costs.  

• A direct incentive is provided for the landlord to retain the property as social housing. The loan 
and any outstanding interest would have to be repaid if the house rental profile was changed. 
The loan provider could take a security over the property.  

• May be perceived well by the public as the landlord must repay the loan  
 
Disadvantages 

• Potentially less straightforward to administer than a rental subsidy  
• Requires a higher initial loan, likely to be equal to or even slightly higher than the build cost for 

a single person unit (see Appendix E for rough build cost estimates). 
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2.2 Allocation, monitoring and oversight   
 
Key points regarding the allocation and monitoring of the incentive scheme are provided below.  
A detailed plan should be further developed by the Building and Housing Group of MBIE or CERA if the 
concept is approved. Tenants Protection Association has agreed to play a key role alongside Government 
agencies to manage and monitor any private landlords participating in the incentive scheme.  
 
Allocation principles  
 
The incentive scheme will be available to private landowners and/or Not for Profit Organizations to rebuild 
accommodation in the inner city east for 250 vulnerable single people. When financial support for the 
development of 250 units/rooms has been allocated, the incentive scheme may be drawn to a close.   
 

• Priority will be given to applicants with a strong track record of providing good quality low cost 
housing 

• Priority should be given to applications with design plans best suited to future tenant profile.  
• The Government may wish to give priority to applicants that commit to maintain the housing 

development as social housing beyond the ten year mark (most likely to be Not for Profit 
organizations, or private landowners that develop a partnership with a Not for Profit housing 
organization).  

 
Application requirements   
 

• Not for profit housing providers applying for the incentive scheme must be approved by the pre-
qualification system of the Social Housing Unit.  

• Private landlords must also be approved by a prequalification process involving a panel of 
representatives from organizations such as the local community board, the local residents group, 
and the City Mission or Methodist Mission. Tenants Protection Association has agreed to develop 
an appropriate criteria and system for assessing applications, and play a lead role in calling together 
an appropriate panel to be responsible for approving applicants as ‘social landlords.’ 

• Applicants must provide a simple project plan, for instance including design features, specific 
location and estimated build costs. Design features must comply with the conditions specified in 
2.1, and build costs must relate appropriately to the incentive grant or loan.  

 
Monitoring of building construction process 
 

• Successful applicants must submit design plans and costings to demonstrate that plans are in 
keeping with their original proposal and the principles specified in 2.1.  

• The build process should be monitored to ensure that units comply with the initial approved plan.  
• These tasks could be allocated to an appropriate Government body, such as the Social Housing 

Unit, Housing New Zealand, or the Christchurch City Council. 
 
Management of financial incentive  
 
Financial aspects of the incentive scheme should be managed by an appropriate Government body, 
whether the Social Housing Unit, Housing New Zealand, Treasury, or the Building and Housing Group in 
MBIE. 
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Monitoring of tenancies  
 
Successful private applicants must commit to a social landlord’s ‘code of practice.’ This could for instance 
refer to standards regarding insulation, dampness, facilities, and manner of dealing with tenants, etc. 
Tenants Protection Association has committed to developing an appropriate code of practice. 
 
TPA has further committed to:  

• Monitor ‘social landlords’ under the scheme to assess whether they meet their obligations under 
both the code of practice and the broader terms of the scheme. 

• Act as a port of call for tenants that wish to complain that their landlord is in breach of their 
agreement.  

• Alert the relevant Government body if a landlord fails to comply.  
• Establish and maintain an electronic register of ‘social landlords.’ 
• Along with a range of other organizations, contribute a recommendation to the Government 

regarding appropriate yearly alterations to the maximum weekly rental payment that the social 
landlord can charge the tenant, as this figure may need to be adjusted according to 
inflation/market changes.  

 
2.5 Social Support for tenants 
 
It is important that the tenants of the proposed low cost single person units have access to social support. 
This is vital for (i) the wellbeing of the tenant (ii) assisting the tenant to stay housed (iii) making sure that 
clusters of low income units are cultivated into a positive living environment, and (iv) ensuring that the 
situation is manageable and sustainable for the landlords. To avoid any conflict of interest, it is critical that 
the role of landlord and social service provider is kept separate.  
 
In the past, some private landowners struggled to deal with low income/disadvantaged tenants, particularly 
those with social issues or financial management problems. The landowners we are working with feel they 
need experienced agencies to provide some social service support to their tenants, to make their role as 
landlords manageable.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Social Service Partnerships:  
 

• Te Whare Roimata has committed to act as a ‘first port of call’ for tenants to bring their issues and 
receive advice about the appropriate support options available. Landlords concerned about social 
issues facing tenants may also approach Te Whare for advice and support. Tenants may additionally 
benefit from Te Whare Roimata’s community programs and support networks. Te Whare Roimata 

From a landlord point of view, housing these persons [disadvantaged low income tenants] can be 
very rewarding but also can be very trying as there can be a lot of problems associated with them, 
compared with for example, working couples.  
 
Elizabeth Harris, City East land owner  
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has extensive past experience in developing productive relationships with both tenants and 
landlords of low cost housing.  

 
• The City Mission has committed to appointing two new social workers whose job description 

specifically encompasses rental accommodation issues for men. One of these roles is based with 
the men’s day program, and the other with the City Mission Night Shelter. Both roles will include a 
focus on helping struggling men to stay in rental accommodation.  Details of these roles are still to 
be determined. Additionally, all the current services and programs of the City Mission will be 
available to future tenants of this accommodation. The Christchurch City Mission has a long history 
of providing key social service to struggling single people in the inner city, such as budget support, 
drug and alcohol services, and a men’s day programme which involves life skills training.  

 
• Presbyterian Support has committed in principle to providing social work support to specifically 

target struggling older tenants of city East low income units.  This is likely to take the form of 
regular home visits from a social/community worker, and rapid response to referrals made by Te 
Whare Roimata. The social worker/s could develop relationships with both ‘high needs’ tenants and 
tenants that emerge as unofficial leaders and mentors within the different sets of studio units, and 
assist tenants in securing the different types of help they need. There is also potential to connect 
elderly tenants with Presbyterian Support’s home care and day programmes. Presbyterian Support 
is experienced in providing community care, counselling, mentoring, budgeting/money 
management and welfare support, and has developed connections with struggling elderly in the 
inner city in Christchurch. 

 
 

2.6 Potential Role of the City Council   
 
There are a variety of potential ways that the Christchurch City Council could support this scheme.  
 
A) Financial contribution  
The City Council could make a financial contribution which could be incorporated into the overall incentive 
scheme, reducing the financial contribution required by central Government.  Possible mechanisms: 

• Reduction or exemption of development contributions 
• Reduction of resource consent costs 
• General contribution from council funds    

 
B) Resource consent  

• A contribution of free hours towards the resource consent process 
• Development of a fast tracked ‘one stop shop’ for resource and building consent for landlords 

providing social housing  
• As many of the tenants we are hoping to house do not own cars, the council could provide a 

concession allowing landowners to include less car parking space. Landowners have indicated that 
a reduction in parking space requirements would be a significant benefit.  

 
C) Administrative Support  

• The Council could partner with the Tenants Protection Association to play a role in monitoring and 
enforcing compliance of landlords with the agreement.  

• The Council could assume primary responsibility for assessing applications and building plans, and 
monitoring development of units.  
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2.7 Proposed Path Forward  
 
Anglican Life’s Social Justice Unit and Te Whare Roimata, together with project partners Tenant’s 
Protection Association, the City Mission and Presbyterian Support South Island request that the Minister 
for Housing, the Building and Housing Group of MBIE and CERA develop a fast tracked strategy to address 
the urgent need to replace the 250 low income, single person beds lost to the Christchurch City East in the 
earthquakes. Development of a strategy will of course require close consultation with Housing New Zealand 
and the Christchurch City Council.  
 
We ask that the incentive scheme proposed in this report be considered alongside alternative options such 
as allocating additional funds for Not-For-Profit housing organizations to build appropriate accommodation 
specifically for this area via the SHU, or purchase of land and construction of additional new single person 
units in the area by Housing New Zealand.  
 
If the incentive scheme concept is broadly accepted, we propose a hand over of the development of the 
scheme to the Building and Housing Group of MBIE, CERA, ‘The 500 houses for Christchurch Project’, 
and/or Treasury. We are happy to provide clarification of aspects of this proposal, or further research as 
required. Depending on Government response to the proposed scheme, we may propose that the option of 
discounted or pro bono architectural design be added to the incentive scheme package, to be contributed 
by Buck Architects and Associates. 
 
We recognize that a social housing strategy for the city East must be developed in the context of recovery 
plans for social housing in other areas of the city. Accordingly, we also encourage the Building and Housing 
Group of MBIE to consider developing a comprehensive regional social housing plan for Canterbury.  
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Appendix A: City East low income housing losses (May 2012) 

 

Street  Address Status Type 
 
Beds Area Owner/s 

Hereford Street  237 Demolished Flats  6 430m2  
  239 Demolished Flats  2 640m2  
  241 Demolished Flats  4 640m2  
  245 Demolished Bedsits 6 640m2  
  269 Demolished Flat 4 269m2  
  292 Demolished Bedsits 4 430m2  
  294 Demolished Bedsits 8 556m2  
  296 Demolished Bedsits  5 700m2  
  298 Demolished Bedsits 4 476m2  
  291 Partly demolished Bedsits 3 494m2  
  308 Demolished Bedsits 3 497m2  
  364 Damaged,  Bedsits 10 904m2 Residential rentals 
  368 Damaged Flats 10 1434m2 Residential rentals 
Fitzgerald avenue 157 Demolished Flats  4 559m2   
Worcester street  285 Demolished Flats  4 227m2   
  250 For demolition Bedsits 6 455m2 Chris Merrit  
  248 For demolition Bedsits  8 446m2 Chris Merrit  
  226 For demolition Flats  4 814m2  
  208 For demolition Bedsits 6 371m2 Daryle Fantham  
  206 For demolition Bedsits 8 316m2 Glenn Jordan  
  204 For demolition Bedsits 8 632m2  
  202 For demolition Bedsits 7 312m2 Glen Jordan  
  205 Demolished Bedsits 6 892m2  
Armagh 274 Damaged  Flats  6 306m2   
  257 Damaged  Bedsit 8 1506m2 Moses Tan 
  265 Demolished Flats 5 802m2  
  270 Damaged  Flats  6 891m2  
  252 Demolished Flats 4 369m2  
  348 Damaged  Flats  2 520m2  
  330 Damaged  Flats  2 616m2  
  395 Damaged Flats 1 989m2  
  316 Damaged  Flats  4 536m2  
Barbados 237 Damaged  House 4 ?   
  252 Demolished Bedsit  4 450m2  
  334 Demolished Bedsit   7 450m2  
  336 Demolished Bedsit 8 483m2  
  301 Demolished Bedsit 7 330m2 Glenn Jordan  
  333 Demolished Bedsit 3 390m2  
Kilmore 261 Demolished Bedsit 8 593m2   
  269 Damaged Bedsits  9 757m2 Residential rentals 
  255 Demolished Bedsit 4 580m2  
  257 Demolished Bedsit 4 622m2  
  251 Partly damaged Flats  8 390m2  
Gloucester 270 For demolition Bedsit 4 527m2   
  272 For demolition Bedsit 4 502m2  
  246 Demolished Bedsit 8 821m2 Elizabeth Harris 
  267 For demolition Bedsit 4 300m2 Glenn Jordan  
TOTAL        254     

Note: This housing count was carried out for the streets listed above, and did not encompass streets extending to Stanmore road. 
Numbers of beds in damaged/destroyed buildings were estimated conservatively. It is therefore a very conservative estimate. Also note 
that some landlords (particularly Residential rentals) have more land nearby, but not within these precise boundaries.   
Other City East landlords with past experience interested in developing low cost housing: Sandra Scott Harrison, Adam Armstrong. 
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Appendix B: Architectural Design Concept  
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Buck Architects and Associates 
Drawings and typical floor plans for a typical multi- site development and 
a typical single-site development of small studio units provided by Buck 
Architects and Associates. These drawings are intended to illustrate 
suitable dwellings that could be developed under the proposed incentive 

scheme. 
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Notes associated with the schematic plans 
Buck Associates, October 2012 
 
(Refer to drawings entitled ‘Typical Multi-site Development’ and ‘Typical Single-site Development’) 
 
 
1 Multi-site option 
 
This is based on three adjoining original single house sections on Hereford St., combined to form one site 
making 14 flats possible, at 43m2 gross area for each unit. This number could be increased if the units were 
reduced to, say, 35m2 gross area. 
 
The intention is to provide a pleasant living environment by arranging the dwellings in a way that is both 
informal and intimate, and which allows for landscape enhancement through an appropriate mix of planting 
and hard surface treatments. 
 
Given the intended purpose of the housing vehicle access and parking are provided for service vehicles only. 
Tenant car ownership is assumed to be zero. If required, provision can be made for emergency services 
vehicles to enter the courtyards. 

 
2 Single-site Option 
 
This is typical of inner-city site-by-site development. The houses are – of necessity – arranged in a linear 
form with vehicle access on one side. This makes 4 houses per site possible. 
 
Developments of this type provide insufficient space for effective landscaping, as the drawing shows. 
 
Three adjoining sites of this size would yield 12 units as against the 14 that could be achieved if the sites 
were combined and developed as a single site. 

 
3 The Dwellings 
 
It is proposed that these are built as fully prefabricated and fitted out structures which can be trucked to the 
site and placed on pre-prepared foundations. This minimises site construction time. 
 
If their design is standardised and the numbers of dwellings large enough substantial savings of time and 
money can be made through bulk production of these dwellings.  
 
Depending on fire-protection requirements the structures will be predominantly timber framed and clad 
with conventional plasterboard internal linings. Roofs would be lightweight trusses with timber purlins and 
corrugated iron roofing. Insulation throughout would be at least to the required levels. 
 
At the end of their useful life the buildings can be removed and, if sound, be sold and relocated for 
continued use elsewhere. 
 

 
4 Multi-level accommodation (not shown) 
 
This can take many forms, and purpose-specific expert advice would be a required design input. No work 
has yet been done on this. 
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However, costs per m2 of floor area would increase significantly, with the amount being determined by, for 
example, the extent of common vs. individual facilities such as bathrooms, toilets, kitchens, dining and living 
spaces, circulation, etc. Fire protection would be more extensive than the options described above, and 
staircases cost to build and they require space. As well, the structural nature of this type of building would 
be markedly more complex than simple, small, one-level timber dwellings. Note that these comments are 
made on the assumption that each unit of accommodation is on one level. 
 
The benefits, however, would be that less land would be required for any particular number of bed spaces 
(or units). This implies that, on the basis of a purely commercial evaluation, a multi-level development 
would be decided upon by comparing land cost vs. construction cost, and the result of this then compared 
with the expected income from the completed project. 
 
A further factor to take account of in such an evaluation might be that intensification is either a community 
imperative or town planning objective, or that the need is location-specific. 
 
For social housing which is for individual (as against family) occupation, and which is heavily (or entirely) 
dependent on local or central government subsidy, multi-level housing costs might be hard to justify 
without a mitigation, as mentioned above. 

 
 

 
 

Roger Buck, 30 October 2012 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
BUCK ARCHITECTS • PO BOX 1232 CHRISTCHURCH 8140 • PH:(643)366 6888 • www.buckarchitects.co.nz • E: denissa@buckarchitects.com 
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Appendix C: Market rent assumption  
 
Proposed market rent for a (modest) single person unit in the city East:  $240  

 
‘Lower end’ market rent for a small single person dwelling was estimated based on bond data for the Avon 
loop provided by the Building and Housing Group, a survey of current trade me rental prices in the City east 
area, and discussion with several real estate agencies.  
 
There are two competing factors to consider when setting a market rent rate upon which to base the 
incentive scheme; the rent income a landowner might expect from small studio units, and the rent level 
that the landowner could have achieved had they developed a rental property aimed at the higher end of 
the market. We have adopted a market rent that could be currently placed at the mid to upper end of the 
lower quartile. That is, a rent of $240 per week is likely to be at the higher end of the range for a studio 
unit, but still falls well within the lower end of market rents for single person apartments in or near the city, 
which can be as high as $300 - $360 per week 
 
Summary of supporting data: 
 
Market rent of course varies on the type of accommodation. According to bond data in February 2012, 
mean rent for a 'flat' was $193, while an 'apartment unit' was $301 (with a lower quartile of $245). A survey 
of trade me rental properties (below) suggests that the average rent for a single person flat has risen since 
February.  
 
Trade me real estate survey of rental prices for single person dwellings in/near the City east. 9/10/2012 

 
Type Weekly rent  
studio unit  $210 
1 bedroom apartment/flat $240 
1 bedroom apartment/flat $298 
1 bedroom apartment/flat $250 
1 bedroom apartment/flat $210 
1 bedroom apartment/flat $280 
1 bedroom apartment/flat $320 
1 bedroom apartment/flat $215 
1 bedroom apartment/flat $260 
1 bedroom apartment/flat $360 
1 bedroom apartment/flat $340 

 
Note: Trade me advertisements usually did not provide a clear/accurate categorization of the rental 
property as a ‘flat’ or ‘apartment’. Prices appeared to vary according to age, size and quality/finishing of the 
dwelling.  
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Appendix D: Incentive loan calculations  
Note: Original Excel sheets provide a flexible model which can be adapted according to various inputs, see 
electronically attached file. 
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Appendix E: Estimated Build and Land Costs (September 2012) 
 
Research below presents general estimates for land, building, development costs for simple, small, high 
spec studio units in the City East area. We have also provided rough estimates of the ongoing costs to 
landowners, including building insurance, rates, and repair and maintenance. This information could 
potentially be used to develop a broad picture of the landowner’s investment in studio units over a ten year 
period. Unfortunately, this task proved to be unpractical and unhelpful for the purposes of this proposal, 
due to the large range of build cost scenarios and alternative land use options.   
 
The figures below however can be used to give a rough indication which may be helpful to determine the 
various financial incentives as a proportion of likely total project development costs. 

 
Building cost estimate including GST:  $2, 200m2 
 

Building costs for high spec, simple single person studio units have been conservatively estimated at 
$2,200m2, based on general enquiries to external third parties, as detailed below. The highest valuation 
was selected. This per square meter cost does not include consent fees etc. 
 

Higgs Builders Ltd   
Studio units, single story                 $2,000m2     
To achieve this price, necessary to build 5 or more units together 
This building cost would be similar to apartment buildings.  
   
Simon Developments Ltd   
Studio units on TC1 or TC2 land  $1,800m2 - $2,200m2   
   
Hawkins Construction   
One storey, TC1/2 land   $2,000m2 - $2,100m2 

 
Design Consultation Fees  $4,000 

Estimate based on general enquiry to Hawkins Construction 
 

Hawkins Construction   
Estimate for a set of studio units (5+) $3,000 - $4,000 

 

 
Cost of resource consent, building consent, and development contributions for a development of 8 studio 
units have been estimated based on general inquiries to the Christchurch City Council. Figures are rough 
estimates only. 
 

Resource consent   
Best rough estimate for 5-8 units  $10,000 
Depends on whether notification is required.  
Possible range  $5000 - $13,000 
   
Building consents    
Estimate for a set of 8 units  $8,900 

City Council Consent/Development costs 
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Studio units qualify as residential 3 applications   
Residential 3 applications:   
Dwellings/apartments < $500,000  =    $6,850 
Dwellings/apartments > $500,000  =    $8,900 
Development Contributions   
Estimated costs for 8 studio units  $72 000 

 
Land costs- inner city east  $500 per m2 

Average land cost per square meter estimate based on survey of land prices in the inner city east area on 
trade me, 27/09/2012, summarized below. 
 

Section  m2 Cost Cost per m2 
658 $410 000 $623 
427 $220 000 $515 
506 $222 000 $439 
489 $200 000  $409 

1200 $575 000 $479 
429 $225 000 $524 

 Average $498 
 
 
Projected annual market rent increases  10% 

Estimates based on discussion with Braziers Property Investments, and Key Indicator Reports from the 
Building and Housing Group. 
 

Braziers Property Investments 
2012-2015 12% 
2015 to foreseeable future 8% 

 
KIR Data 
September KIR data showed that while there was a 26% increase in rents in the 'Avon loop' area between 
August 2011 and August 2012 (encompasses inner city East), break down of rent increases indicate that this 
may be explained by rent spikes for 5+ bedroom properties. Across the city, average rents for properties 
with 1 bedroom increased in 12% over the two years to August 2012. Long term, KIR graphs show that 
average rents for properties with 1 bedroom fluctuate less than larger houses.  

 
Insurance Cost Estimates  $1,250  

Rough estimate based on informal discussion with AMI insurance. Real insurance costs will reflect a variety 
of currently undetermined factors.  Annual cost for Individual studio unit :     $1000 - $1500 
CCC Rates 
CCC Rates estimate  $1,500  

Based on a survey of rates in the inner city, viewed via the CCC rates database. Estimated $1500 per studio 
unit. Projected rate increases: the council has been contacted and cannot supply any predictions of rate 
changes in the future.  
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Repair and Maintenance/ Wear and Tear  
Estimate based on consultation with Residential Rentals. Property Management Companies contacted were 
unable to provide estimates 

Annual repair for studio unit $800 
Annual increase after first year 10% 

 
Relevant council rules for density/land use in Living Area 4 (L4) 

Requirement A) Christchurch City Council Formula for density (maximum residential floor area ratio per 
site) in Living 4A/C zone = 1.2  
 
Formula:   1.2 = Y/site m2 
Y = maximum residential floor area  
 

Example 
1.2 = Y/400m2  
Y = 480m2 

 
Requirement B) According to the Christchurch City Council, the maximum percentage of net area of any site 
to be covered by building in the Living 4A or C zone = 50% 
Requirement C) Currently the CCC requires 1 garageable space per unit + 1 extra space per 5 units. 
 
NOTE: Minimum floor area for a studio unit according to Council regulations = 35m2 
Optimal floor area for studio units according to Buck Architects and Associates = 43m2 

 
Property Sizes in City East  

Categories of property sizes in inner city east based on survey of city East properties on Google maps. 
3 broad categories  
450 m2  
800m2 
1500m2 

East  
Property Sizes in City East  
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Appendix D: Statements of Support  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Presbyterian Support Upper South Island, 30/10/2012 
Vaughn Milner, Chief Executive  
 
Presbyterian support Upper South Island (PSUSI) supports the proposal by Te Whare Roimata and 
Anglican Social Justice Unit regarding inner Christchurch lower cost housing. PSUSI is seriously 
concerned at the loss of social/low cost beds from the inner city and the plight of older people who 
previously lived in the area. The proposal provides a practicable way to support landlords and 
residents. PSUSI is committed to working with Te Whare Roimata and Anglican Social Justice and 
providing social work support to the project. 

Christchurch City Mission 11/10/2012 
Michael Gorman, City Missoner 
 
The lack of housing for the client base that use the City Mission is of long standing and did not begin 
with the series of earthquakes that Christchurch experienced. However at least before the quake there 
were hundreds of bedsit and cost low rentals available in the inner city. Since the quakes the situation 
has certainly got worse. Mission clients have long lived in sub standard accommodation and I 
personally have seen houses where toilets have not been attached to the floor, vegetation has been 
growing through the walls and precipitation had run down the walls. Admittedly these are extreme 
cases, but cold, damp high rental houses are not. Rents have long been out of proportion to the 
condition of the houses, and now, post earthquake they are verging on the obscene. Our Night Shelter 
is currently full and last month we had to turn away 21 people as we could not accommodate them.  
 
There is a very real need for good quality, warm housing for many of the people who use City Mission 
Services. This accommodation needs to be where these people have been living and where they know 
and have a sense of belonging. It would appear that rentals for this group of people do not attract 
investment and so Government and local body assistance is vital to ensure high standards and low 
rentals. 
 
Food, warmth and shelter are basic human needs and this should not be negotiable. This is not a case 
of providing charity but is a matter of justice. Failure to provide them is an indictment on us all.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Tenants Protection Association, October 25th 2012 
Helen Gatonyi, Christchurch manager 
 
Tenants Protection Association Christchurch (Inc) advocates for affordable, safe and suitable housing 
for tenants in the Christchurch area. The loss of a great number of single person dwellings  in the inner 
city of Christchurch due to earthquake damage and the resulting massive rise in rental costs requires a 
concerted effort from community groups, private landowners and government agencies to work 
together to provide affordable rental housing options for this group of people.  TPA supports the Inner 
City East Low-cost Rental Project as proposed by Te Whare Roimata and Anglican Care’s Social Justice 
Unit, and we look forward to working with the community to establish a code of practice and social 
landlord register for this initiative. 
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